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Introduction 

As newspapers have fallen dramatically in usage, the transition to new sources of news has               

considerably accelerated. The shift away from traditional news media sources is primarily being led by               

the younger generation. Public engagement with media has reached an all-time high with the advent of                

digital sources and the increasing influence of the internet and social media. Roughly 93 percent of                

Americans receive news online, and the ubiquitous use of digital sources keeps people engaged. In fact,                

all it takes is a couple of clicks on your phone to read articles on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. This                    

quick and easy access to online news that can be shared multiple times enables news spreading to go                  

viral spreading at rapid rates; however, a serious repercussion to this is the misinformation and               

disinformation that comes along with it.  

Journalism is tied to a set of ethical standards and values, including truth and accuracy, fairness                

and impartiality, and accountability. However, journalism today often strays away from objective facts.             

Hence the result of fake news. Because social media is a public platform news outlet and virtually                 

anyone can post anything without the responsibility of fact-checking. Journalists and media outlets use              

subjective language based on personal opinions under the guise of reporting objectively. Due to the               

substantially polarized political landscape of the 21st century, news sites and social media pages              

operate to spread information through their narrative. This leads to a highly partisan presentation of the                

news; misleading news where facts distort to fit an agenda is another type of lethal disinformation.  

The fact that foreign governments attempt to illicitly exert influence on other nations through              

disinformation should be noted as well.  
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Definition of Key Terms 

Misinformation 

Misinformation is false information that is spread, regardless of the intent. This means             

misinformation isn’t a matter of intent but rather a simple term for any kind of false information. We, as                   

humans, often mishear and misremember details. Misinformation can be a misheard information that is              

said to another person or it can be a false story spreading across the media because someone thought it                   

was true. Today, misinformation spreads rapidly due to the widespread usage of technology as well as                

human error.  

Disinformation 

Disinformation, different to misinformation, is false information intended to mislead, especially            

propaganda issued by a government organization to a rival power or the media. Disinformation is a type                 

of misinformation and in the simplest sense, disinformation is when a person or a group spreads wrong                 

information on purpose, with the intent to deceive and mislead. In a more general term, disinformation                

can include misleading or biased information, manipulated narrative or facts, and propaganda.  

There are many motivations behind the creation of disinformation. Disinformation ranges from            

spreading misleading information by people surrounding our everyday life to a country’s government or              

intelligence agency using disinformation for espionage. For instance, countries often spread fake            

information intentionally to rival nations such as how the United States of America (USA) and the Soviet                 

Union did during the Cold War. This is often referred to as a disinformation campaign when a country or                   

organization coordinates complex plans to spread false information.  

Propaganda 

Propaganda is the widespread of information, especially of a biased or misleading nature, used to               

influence public opinion and promote or publicize a particular political cause or point of view. In order to                  

manipulate one’s beliefs, attitudes, and/or actions through different means, propaganda is systematically            

planned. The propagandist has a specific goal to influence one’s opinion and through selecting different               

displays of symbols, facts, and arguments, they try to present information in a way that diverts the                 

attention of reactors from every other information but their own. Used in many disciplines such as                

advertising, public relations, political campaigns, diplomatic negotiations, and legal arguments,          

propaganda can be targeted towards various groups locally, nationally, or even globally.  
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Whistleblower 

A whistleblower is a person, usually an employee or journalist, who exposes insider information              

of illegal activities occurring within a private, public, or government organization. These activities are              

often deemed illegal, illicit, unsafe, or waste, fraud, or abuse of taxpayer funds. Although employees and                

journalists are the most prominent groups of people, any individual who is related to or becomes aware                 

of illegal business activities can be a whistleblower. Information may be released to company officials or                

a large governing body and oftentimes, organizations offer rewards for effectual information and allow              

various methods for the submission of information.  

In cases where information exposes fraud or illegal activities involving highly ranked officials and              

executive members, the whistleblower may be subjected to retaliation and thus, whistleblower protection             

is needed. Whistleblower protection is provided should the information leaked by the whistleblower             

confirms to be true and retaliation is aimed at the whistleblower. Protections can include prohibiting the                

accused individual, group, or organization from taking harmful actions against the reporter. In more              

extreme cases where threats of physical violence are imposed on the whistleblower and the associates,               

more protection may be offered such as prohibiting the accused to take any legal action, testimonies,                

and investigations that can potentially harm employability of the whistleblower.  

 

Background Information 

Viral Nature 

There are many types of disinformation: satire or parody, misleading content, imposter content,             

fabricated content, false connection, false content, and manipulated content. As witnessed in recent             

misinformation incidents, social media have allowed for rumors and fake news to spread to large groups                

of people quite rapidly. The flow of misinformation on social media is thus a function of both human and                   

technical factors. Human biases play an important role. Since we are more likely to react to content                 

related to our existing grievances and beliefs, inflammatory tweets generate quick engagement.            

Disinformation and misinformation reach more people, delve deeper into their social network, and spread              

a lot faster than accurate ones. The question remains: “So, what will it take for there to be a system                    

where truth is valued over rumors?” 
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Caption #1: Misinformation regarding the coronavirus 

 

Key Issues 

Harmfulness of Conspiracy Theories 

Social media is largely unregulated so it can easily become a place where misinformation can               

spread. Fake and misleading medical advice on the media can perpetuate harmful conspiracy theories              

that are extremely harmful.  

Social media does not reproach followers of disproved beliefs such as anti-vaxxers (who             

vehemently avoid vaccines on the premise that they are dangerous and unhealthy) and flat-earthers              

(believers of Earth’s shape as a disk) who subscribe to pages that promote these beliefs with thousands                 

of others along with them. Some argue that deleting these societies is an infringement upon their right to                  

freedom of expression. However, a line has to be drawn when conspiracy theories materialize into               

real-life consequences. For example, the alarming degree of misinformation about the coronavirus            

(COVID-19) has led to the deaths of hundreds. The false belief that drinking alcohol would be effective                 

against COVID-19 has caused Iran to report several incidents of methanol poisoning. By April 2020,               

nearly 700 people died and more ill due to methanol poisoning.  

The “Pizzagate” conspiracy alleged that Democratic Party officials and U.S. restaurants, namely            

pizza shops, were involved in human trafficking and child sex ring. One of the shops appointed was                 

Comet Ping Pong, a pizza parlor in Washington D.C. The theory spread rapidly through Twitter, where                

the restaurant owner and staff received death threats from its supporters. Edgar Welch, a man from                

North Carolina, genuinely believed this and drove to D.C. with an AR-15, assault rifle, firing into the                 

restaurant. He was sentenced to four years in jail for his actions. While it can be easily overlooked,                  
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potential and actual deaths caused by the effects of conspiracy theories should be enough for a serious                 

call to change.  

 

Caption #2: Conspiracy Theories: the Illuminati 

Election Interference 

According to a Buzzfeed analysis “Pope Francis endorsing Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton selling             

weapons to ISIS, Hillary Clinton being disqualified from holding federal office, and the FBI director               

receiving millions from the Clinton Foundation,” were the top fake news stories of 2016. This analysis                

claimed that these fake narratives garnered millions of retweets, likes, and comments. There was far               

more disinformation during the American presidential campaign as Facebook estimated that 126 million             

of its platform users saw articles and posts promulgated by Russian sources. Russia’s motive was to                

undermine the confidence of Americans in their electoral system; disparaging Hillary Clinton effectively             

completed the task.  

Between January 2015 and August 2017, Facebook linked 80,000 publications to the Russian             

company Internet Research Agency through more than 470 different accounts. Over 50,000 Twitter             

accounts were linked to Russian bots programmed to spread disinformation supporting Donald Trump             

using hashtags #donaldtrump and #neverhillary. These bots were responsible for 3.8 million tweets,             

around 19% of the total tweets related to the 2016 US presidential election. This was most definitely a                  

staggering number. The Mueller report, officially titled Report on the Investigation into Russian             

Interference in the 2016 election, shed light on how the Russian government hacked documents and               

emails from Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign and the Democratic National Committee. Naturally,            

this severely hurt Clinton’s campaign while it elevated Trump’s chance of election. The Russian              

government’s massive disinformation and meddling in the US election signified a huge breach to              

American democracy and showed the dangers of the extent to which disinformation could exert              

influence.  
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It is noteworthy that even with robust infrastructures protecting against hacks from foreign             

governments successfully carried it out. Social media, especially Facebook, has been under fire for their               

stance on addressing disinformation and misinformation. Even with the substantial evidence of Russian             

interference, Facebook’s lack of action against the situation was unprecedented. In fact, Mark             

Zuckerberg, chief executive officer at Facebook, has made it clear numerous times that he will not                

address misinformation. His past remarks are to be looked at as he said, “… I think the idea that fake                    

news — of which it’s a small amount of content — influenced the election is a pretty crazy idea.”  

Appearing before the House of Representatives, Zuckerberg not surprisingly evaded answering           

whether he would remove political ads containing lies or no fact-checking politicians. Zuckerburg             

reluctantly answered “I think probably” when congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez asked if she            

could potentially “target Republicans in primaries” claiming that they voted for the Green New Deal               

(progressive piece of proposed legislation that is unpopular in the Republican party) on Facebook              

advertisements. This demonstrated that Facebook and other social media platforms’ deficiency and            

unwillingness in taking down disinformation.  

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

The most dangerous type of misinformation occurs when the fake news actually intrudes into the               

everyday physical lives of citizens and has lasting permanent damage. Misinformation has taken a heavy               

toll on countries and individuals alike where COVID-19 was downplayed. At the beginning of the               

pandemic where a proper assessment of the virus was yet to be given fake news exploited many people.  

Algorithm manipulators exploit people’s cognitive behaviors to provide their social media feed            

with articles that align with their interests. Individuals that felt the threat of workplaces closing and news                 

of COVID rapidly spreading wondered how deadly the virus was. Those who were susceptible to               

opinions that the pandemic fears were blown out of proportion slowly solidified their views. Many fox                

news anchors exacerbated this by spreading misinformation about COVID-19, further downplaying its            

effect. Not only did Fox News blatantly claim that the White House’s 60,000-200,000 deaths projections,               

but they also suggested that the common flu may prove to be deadlier than the pandemic. Furthering the                  

fuel, one anchor even tweeted that it was a “great time to fly.” Even the American president himself was                   

responsible for spreading misinformation as he quoted the virus “virtually affects nobody” and             

undermined the effectiveness of masks multiple times. The consequences of COVID-19 misinformation            

has been evident as tens of thousands of people worldwide go to anti-mask and anti-lockdown rallies,                

protesting against their own safety.  

Disinformation with malicious intent in regards to COVID-19 was identified as well. As the              

Taiwanese Central News Agency in February 2020 reported that large amounts of misinformation were              
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rampant on Facebook claiming that president Tsai Ing-wen had COVID-19 and the pandemic was              

uncontrollable. It was later proven to be mainland China’s attack on the Taiwanese government.  

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

The United States of America (US) 

The Russian interference in social media during the 2016 US presidential election has influenced              

the US to take action. Their views have shifted into taking misinformation and disinformation seriously. In                

2017 representatives from Facebook, Twitter and Google testified their role in spreading disinformation             

during the election to a Senate judiciary committee. In 2019 it was announced that a settlement had                 

been made with Devumi, a company that sold hundreds of millions of fake followers on various social                 

media platforms. This settlement was significant as it was the first case where law enforcement deemed                

selling social media bots was indeed illegal.  

 

Caption #3: Russian Interference in election 

The European Union (EU) 

The European Union has shown growing concern about misinformation in Europe. The EU             

announced that it has inclusive, collaborative approaches to solving misinformation globally. Especially            

regarding the COVID-19 the EU has presented support for vaccination and shutting down unscientific              

anti-vaccine claims.  

The World Health Organization (WHO) 

The WHO is taking an approach to countering fake news before it even happens as countering                

misinformation by responding to it is one step too late. WHO rigorously reviews information on various                

social media platforms, helping to develop messages that keep the public informed. The WHO gives their                

all to battle against “infodemic,” which is the rapid spread of fabricated news, images, and videos. 
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Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties, and Events 
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Date Description of event 

September 2nd, 1914 

The Start of British Propaganda Campaign in WWI 

The British Bureau started its propaganda campaign during World War I (WWI) 

when twenty-five leading British authors gathered together in the Wellington 

House to discuss the promotion of the government’s interests such as 

recruitment and the promotion of nationalism and patriotism during the war.  

March, 1933 

The Creation of the Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda 

The Nazi propaganda campaign was one of the most infamous propaganda 

campaign during World War II (WWII). Following the Nazi electorial votes 

victories during 1933, Hitler established the Reich Ministry of Public 

Enlightenment and Propaganda with the objective to successfully spread Nazi 

message through art, music, radio, threater and films, books, educational 

material, and the press. 

December 10th, 2016  

US President Donald Trump Charges Journalistic Critics  

The United States of America (USA) President, Donald Trump, accuses 

journalistic critics of his for initiating and reporting “fake news”. Through 

accusations and the charging of critics starting with news source Cable News 

Network (CNN), President Trump’s weaponization of the term “fake news” 

began to spread globally, influencing other world leaders and organizations to 

use the term against journalists and news corporations.  

Early 2017  

Joint Statement on Disinformation and Propaganda issued by the UN 
Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Opinion and Expression 

A joint declaration on the freedom of expression, disinformation, and 

propaganda was issued in early 2017 by the United Nations Special Rapporteur 

for Freedom of Opinion and Expression, Organization for Security and 

Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), the Organisation of American States’ (OAS’s) 

Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, and the African Commission on 

Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR) to express alarming concern at the 

widespread of disinformation and attacks on news media as well as journalism.  
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Relevant UN Treaties and Event 

● Compendium of digital government initiatives in response to the COVID-19 pandemic 2020 

● Respect for the principles of national sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs of 

States in their electoral processes, 12 December 1997 (A/RES/52/119) 

 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

In 2017, Philippines Senator Joel Villanueva introduced a bill that imposed up to a five-year               

prison term for those who publish “fake news.” The definition for fake news was activities that “cause                 

panic, division, chaos, violence, and hate, or those which exhibit propaganda to blacken or discredit               

one’s reputation.” However, opinions are divided on the approach because an administration full of              

bigotry could take advantage and suppress opposition. Whistleblowers and Investigative journalists           

would be jailed left and right according to the definition of “fake news.” Eventually, this bill was                 

challenged as unconstitutional and did not pass. However, Malaysia succeeded in 2018 passing a new               
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The declaration offered guidelines on measures to address online disinformation 

through the promotion of independent fact-checking mechanisms and public 

education campaigns.  

April, 2020 

The WHO’s Combat Against Misinformation on COVID-19 

Despite the fact that the first case of COVID-19 was reported by officials in 

Wuhan, China back in December, 2019, the WHO finally established the 

Information Network for Epidemics to actively combat misinformation pertaining 

to COVID-19 at this date. 

January 6th, 2021 

The Riot on the Capital 

Due to constant exposure of mass misinformation online, Trump supporters 

believed that the election was stolen resulting in the riots at the Capitol building 

by the mob. This was deemed an insurrection, a dangerous coup where 

members of the legislative branch and others could have possibly lost their lives. 

January 8th, 2021  

Trump’s Twitter Ban 

After constantly claiming that the election was stolen along with other dangerous 

misinformative tweets Trump’s twitter account is permanently banned. There is 

a significant drop in misinformation online about election fraud. 
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law that would punish citizens or journalists for spreading fake news with a fine and possible prison                 

sentence of up to six years. Malay citizens viewed this law with a gloomy outlook as they claimed it                   

suppressed freedom and the ordinary people’s freedom of expression. 

 

Possible Solutions 

Incentivize Independent Journalism 

Encouraging independent professional journalism by increasing the incentives for it is an            

important step governments can take. Especially in the recent polarized political environment, it’s quite              

vital to have journalists independent of public authorities. By doing so, journalists are free from partisan                

influences operating on a political agenda. 

Fact-Checking 

Another important factor for news organizations is to have a rigorous fact-checking process             

invested with technology to create algorithms to identify misinformation and disinformation. The previous             

lack of regulations on online platforms such as Facebook and Google was somewhat addressed in 2017                

when Congress announced a bill that would require these platforms to keep copies of ads-making them                

public for transparency. Building on that idea, after financial incentives for disinformation has been              

identified, the links to those incentives should be weakened. This is because the manufacturing of fake                

news is oftentimes financially motivated. Like clickbait articles, disinformation/misinformation is profitable           

due to ads. To go even further would be to place the bulk of the consequences directly on the media                    

platforms, such as how the European Union fines these platforms if they do not delete extremist content                 

within an hour. 

Spread of Education 

Education is the last domain as educating people to become better at consuming news through               

media has long-lasting benefits. Acquiring news literacy is a necessary component of life in modern               

society. Developing critical thinking abilities that enable people to fact check and distinguish between              

facts, misinformation, and opinions is what people aspire to achieve. To do so, educational institutions               

should fund teachings on news literacy. 
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